Anne Frank Test Study Guide
Know the following content:
● The context/situation of the first scene (Act 1, Scene 1) when Mr. Frank returns to the
annex
● What happens in Anne and Peter’s first interaction
● Why Mrs. Van Daan gets upset with Anne
● Mr. Dussel’s occupation
● Why Mrs. Frank gets upset when Anne has a nightmare
● The gifts that Anne gets people for Hanukah
● The scary event that happens on the night of Hanukah and what the annex family does
to remedy the situation
● How long the group has been in hiding at the start of Act 2
● The situation with Carl, the worker who is potentially blackmailing Mr. Kraler
● Why Peter learns to admire Anne
● Peter’s negative beliefs about himself
● The good news Miep brings the annex family that ends up breaking up their fight over
the food
● Mr. Frank’s attitude when the Green Police arrive
Short Response Questions:
(you will only answer ONE of these.  Make sure you know at least one of them well and use the
provided structure to format your paragraph response.)

1.
A static character is a character that stays the same throughout the text; a
dynamic character is a character that changes throughout the course of the text.
Choose one dynamic character from the play and explain how she/he changed
throughout the course of the play (beginning, middle, and end).  Use AT LEAST TWO
specific examples from the play to support your answer.  Organize your response in an
intentional way.
2.
Identify a theme of the entire play The Diary of Anne Frank.  Support this theme
with AT LEAST TWO specific examples from the play and provide explanation to
connect each example back to the theme itself.
Short Response Structure:
Thesis Statement (tells your position/claim on the topic)
Example 1 from the text
Explanation of example 1 that shows how your example backs your position/claim
Example 2 from the text
Explanation of example 2 that shows how your example backs your position/claim
Concluding sentence

